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Virtual Reality (VR) technology creates a sense of immersion in a virtual environment analogous to the real world. VR has increasingly gained attention for pain management based on current evidence demonstrating its analgesic effects in certain experimental, acute and chronic pain conditions. VR-based interventions shift the users’ attention towards active cognitive processing that can lead to higher pain threshold or tolerance. An understanding of neurobiological mechanisms underlying analgesic effects of VR will definitely facilitate optimal utility of this tool for pain control.

Chronic pain affects millions of people around the globe. Current consensus considers chronic pain as a disease that arises from maladaptive changes within the central nervous system. Chronic pain poses a huge impact on affected individuals, societies, and health care systems. Current available medications or other treatment strategies are still far from providing an optimal, safe and adequate pain management for majority of patients. Hence, finding effective analgesic approaches would yield worldwide benefits. Novel technology-based interventions have been presented for chronic pain relief to address some limitations of pharmacology-based approaches. Those include but are not limited to neuromodulation, transcranial magnetic stimulation, and virtual/augmented reality (AR). Virtual reality (VR) offers digital recreation of a real life setting, while AR delivers virtual elements as an overlay to the real world. Both aim at creating sensory illusions. VR promotes behavioral engagement in a virtual environment analogous to the real world. AR, however, augments the real world by the addition of digital information. The two principal strategies employed are distraction and feedback. Distraction uses active cognitive processing to shift the user’s attention and has been shown to increase pain threshold or tolerance. Feedback-based strategies are mainly used for phantom limb pain or complex regional pain syndrome.

Based on a recent meta-analysis of 14 controlled studies, VR-induced distraction has been indicated highly effective in alleviating pain. This analysis found a mean weighted effect size of 0.90 for VR distraction but it was not possible to draw any conclusion of VR effectiveness for acute versus chronic pain conditions. From included studies, seven were in experimental pain and seven in clinical pain. Between-group analysis indicated that VR was more effective in experimental pain compared with clinical pain. Another review has found strong overall evidence for immediate and short-term pain reduction, and a moderate evidence for the reduction of pain and functional impairment after application of immersive VR. This review applied rapid evidence assessment strategy on 17 studies that consisted of five randomized clinical trials, six randomized crossover trials, two case series, and four single-patient case studies. An extensive systematic review has also examined the effectiveness of VR therapy (immersive versus non-immersive) for pain management in children and adults. Non-immersive VR environment refers to the least interactive implementation of VR techniques (e.g. 2D interaction devices), while immersive VR environments (e.g. 3D immersive environments) provide highest interactive VR, in which subjects are fully immersed and interact with the VR environment. This review has provided the level of evidence of VR effectiveness for pain based on the Sackett criteria, where level 1a evidence (strong) was found for the effectiveness of immersive VR therapy in reducing acute pain; level 2a evidence (limited) for reducing chronic pain and non-immersive VR for reducing acute pain, and level 5 (no evidence) for effectiveness of non-immersive VR for chronic pain. For children, there are no experimental studies to investigate the effectiveness of either immersive or non-immersive VR (level 5); however, level 2a evidence (limited) was found suggesting an advantage of immersive and non-immersive VR in reducing acute pain. Overall, it is evident that an immersive virtual...
A diverse range of VR system designs exist that are moving towards less expensive and more user-friendly versions (e.g. head-mounted Oculus Rift, Oculus VR, California, United States). VR approach has already entered into some hospital settings and will eventually be applied more routinely in clinical research and practice. The new devices are light, simple to set up, with short reaction time to help in preventing symptoms of simulation sickness, or cybersickness, which is a form of motion sickness with blurred vision, headaches, imbalance, nausea, and vomiting. Symptoms can occur during VR application or persist for hours after termination of VR. Simulation sickness seems to be understudied and there is no clear explanation on why it occurs, although some theories exist. For example, it is proposed to occur due to conflicts between visual, vestibular and proprioceptive perception. Considering these consequences of VR, it might not be a suitable choice for certain pain patients. Some researchers aim at modeling the sickness to predict the degree of sickness that might be expected from VR application.

It is yet not well known if VR could contribute to relief of anxiety or other comorbidities often accompanying chronic pain conditions. In addition, similar to pharmacological effect of a given analgesic drug, individual responsiveness to VR may exist. This technique may not be equally effective for everyone or all ages. Long term application of VR for chronic pain conditions may also carry some unwanted effects or challenges that have not been known yet, as most of the available data come from either acute experimental setting or short term investigations at clinic. It is also not known which type of chronic pain would respond better to VR and if there would be pain elevation after VR. There is so far one report available demonstrating that VR could increase pain.

It seems reasonable to consider VR as a potentially valuable tool for chronic pain management. However, lack of sufficient evidence and potential challenges logically call for more efforts to obtain a better understanding of VR both in design and application for an optimal use in chronic pain management. Future studies may consider investigating the effects of age, gender, race and level of disability-functionality or medical status; identifying different factors that can affect analgesic effect of VR including quality, content, form and level of complexity; and also underpinning VR mechanisms at psychological and neurological levels.